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OriginTrail - trusted knowledge infrastructure
 OriginTrail Decentralized Knowledge Graph combines knowledge graph and blockchain technologies to enable a universe of AI-ready Knowledge Assets, allowing anyone to take part in trusted knowledge sharing. 
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AI-ready Knowledge Assets. Data supercharged.
 From supply chains to metaverse, supercharge any data with ownership, discoverability and trust in the Decentralized Knowledge Graph. 
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[image: ] Knowledge is power, knowledge shared is power multiplied. 
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40%
US imports secured

193.2M 
train-path kilometres made safer

200,000
professional certificates connected

30,000
patients treated in a secure manner

250+
organizations part of the Ecosystem

0
Knowledge Assets





The multichain vision
 Designed for network effects across multiple blockchain ecosystems, OriginTrail is accelerating adoption through the NeuroWeb, the DKG innovation hub on Polkadot. 
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[image: Community]Community
Connect with like-minded people in our vibrant community.
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Discover our real world solutions and business models.
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Start building innovative solutions utilizing the OriginTrail DKG.
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“We live in a time of abundant connectivity and alas abundant misinformation. The OriginTrail Decentralized Knowledge Graph (DKG) is an evolving tool for finding the truth in knowledge. In particular, we see knowledge graphs improving the fidelity of artificial intelligence.”
[image: Dr. Bob Metcalfe]Dr. Bob Metcalfe
Internet pioneer and Ethernet creator 





“If you add verifiable credentials to something like OriginTrail, you now have people with reputations that you can trust. It’s no longer just about the information on the knowledge graph, it’s about who signed it. And you can have trust in who signed something without necessarily having to shred the privacy of the person doing the signing. It’s trust that’s also privacy preserving.”
[image: Greg Kidd]Greg Kidd
Co-founder and Director at GlobaliD





“We are able to have visibility, establish trust in medicines that reach patients, mitigate some of the grey market concerns around diversion and have the proof of it all through the asset that is created on the OriginTrail Decentralized Knowledge Graph.“
[image: Courtney Soulsby]Courtney Soulsby
Global Director, Healthcare at British Standards Institution
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Follow us
 Stay up to date with all things OriginTrail and join the community of like-minded individuals. 
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